Background {#Sec1}
==========

Metagenomics, the culture-free approach of sequencing and analysis of microbial communities, has emerged into a widely applied technique. Various studies have demonstrated its value not only in microbial ecology, but also in biotechnology and human diseases, deciphering the microbial community structure of natural \[[@CR1]\], synthetic \[[@CR2]\], or host-associated environments \[[@CR3]\].

Identifying the composition of a microbial community and its functional capabilities are crucial steps towards determining its members' roles within an ecosystem. In contemporary metagenomic studies, this is achieved by high-throughput sequencing and subsequent analysis utilizing reference databases to assign gene functions, enzyme classifications, or taxonomic origin to obtained DNA sequences. A variety of tools have been released employing different bioinformatics approaches, and all of them have contributed to advance the field; development of novel approaches and improvement of existing methods is still an active field of research, while initiatives like CAMI \[[@CR4]\] (Critical Assessment of Metagenome Interpretation) strive to perform an independent evaluation of tool performance. Current sequencing technologies offer the opportunity to generate millions of DNA sequences within short time and at reasonable cost \[[@CR5]\], making data analysis the new limiting factor, with costs for bioinformatics exceeding by far the expenses required for lab work and sequencing reagents.

Access to bioinformatics resources is limited, though metagenome analysis is a computationally demanding task \[[@CR6]\], and established resources rely on public funding to offer their services. Recently, the well-known CAMERA portal \[[@CR7]\] had to announce that it no longer accepts submissions due to lack of funding. The web-based IMG/M \[[@CR8]\] and MG-RAST \[[@CR9]\] platforms as well as the EBI metagenomics portal \[[@CR10]\] continue to offer their services, serving as valuable resources to the community. A different approach is followed by CloVR \[[@CR11]\], which is provided as a virtual machine image, and to a certain degree by CyVerse \[[@CR12]\], a web-based infrastructure for data analysis that also provides a limited range of applications for metagenome analysis. However, these applications typically provide only one distinct set of analyses or a predefined pipeline, which might not be sufficient to investigate all questions arising from an underlying hypothesis. The discovery of novel biotechnologically relevant enzymes, for example, is difficult to achieve using existing solutions, as highly specific databases are often required to obtain the desired resolution \[[@CR13]\]. In addition, the majority of recent algorithms are provided as command-line tools, and their use requires the provisioning of an appropriate compute infrastructure, and familiarity with programming if several tools need to be combined into an automated analysis pipeline.

At this point, workflow systems like for example Galaxy \[[@CR14]\] or Conveyor \[[@CR15]\] pose an interesting alternative to custom programming: Mainly specific to a certain application domain, they provide data processing capabilities in the form of small tasks; more complex analysis workflows are then devised by connecting these tasks into a pipeline or directed graph. Programming knowledge is not required, as a graphical user interface is usually provided to implement an analysis pipeline. The resulting workflow definition can be published along with its results, allowing for easy reproducibility of methods as well as serving as a self-documenting description. Furthermore, the building blocks of a workflow can easily be exchanged once an improved method becomes available: BLAST \[[@CR16]\], for example, has been one of the most popular tools for database searches, despite its rather large computational overhead. Recently developed alternatives like GHOSTX \[[@CR17]\] or DIAMOND \[[@CR18]\] offer considerable acceleration compared to the original BLAST algorithm while retaining similar sensitivity. Employing a workflow engine, these alternatives can effortlessly be introduced as replacements for the BLAST program, an inevitable requirement to keep pace with the continuously growing output of next-generation sequencing machines.

However, adequate compute resources are still required, and workflow engines typically lack in both data management capabilities as well as support for appropriate visualizations, making them unsuitable as a sole means for metagenome analysis, unless they are used as part of a larger software platform.

Implementation {#Sec2}
==============

MGX overview {#Sec3}
------------

MGX is a framework for the analysis of metagenome data obtained by high-throughput sequencing. MGX is implemented as a client/server solution (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) based on the Java programming language, which ensures maximum portability across a variety of commonly used operating systems such as MS Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux. The MGX GUI client can be easily downloaded and installed. By connecting to one of the public MGX server instances, users can analyze their data in an efficient and user-friendly manner without the need to establish and maintain a local compute infrastructure. In the following sections, we provide further details on the technical implementation of the whole platform, while the features of the graphical user interface are illustrated in the "[Results and discussion](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}" section. Fig. 1MGX system overview. MGX is a client/server framework, where each client connects to one (or several) MGX server instances; sequence data and corresponding metadata are stored on the server. A job dispatcher prioritizes and schedules analysis workflows to compute resources such as high-performance computing (HPC) clusters or a compute cloud

Server {#Sec4}
------

During operation, the MGX client connects to one or several MGX application servers, which provide storage and compute resources for all hosted projects, managing project access and resource assignment. An MGX server instance consists of a dedicated J2EE-based application server (Oracle GlassFish) with RDBMS-provided relational (PostgreSQL) as well as flat-file storage systems. For efficient and fast access, sequence data is stored using an indexed and encoded format. The server also features dedicated storage resources allocated to each project, allowing users to upload own data to be included into analysis pipelines, e.g., own sequence collections, databases, or unpublished reference genomes. An associated job dispatcher takes care of prioritizing and scheduling analysis tasks, which might be scheduled for local execution, a DRMAA-compliant compute cluster, or cloud-based compute resources provided by the server operators. Access to MGX projects is managed by GPMS (General Project Management System), a system implementing Single Sign-On (SSO) developed at Bielefeld University. GPMS provides authentication and role-based access control: users may be granted administrative, standard or guest access, limiting allowed operations from full to read-only access. All features of the MGX framework are exposed via a REST-based interface, and communication between client and server is mandatorily encrypted, ensuring confidentiality of access credentials as well as unpublished data. All data transfers rely on Google's Protocol Buffers format, which provides space-efficient encoding as well as fast serialization/deserialization.

For programmatic access, a MGX library is provided to remotely access and control a MGX server, thus allowing to automate routine analysis based on MGX.

Scalability {#Sec5}
-----------

A single MGX client is able to connect to several servers in parallel, and results are aggregated across project and server boundaries. Thus, MGX is easily scalable as more server instances are deployed, and researchers may even choose to operate their own MGX server with dedicated compute resources. At the same time, they are still able to access classification results for metagenomes residing on other servers, and comparative analyses can be performed without the need to re-execute classification pipelines.

Workflow-based analysis {#Sec6}
-----------------------

All analysis algorithms used within MGX are implemented as workflows based on the Conveyor workflow engine \[[@CR15]\], which encapsulates common processing steps (list processing, filtering) as well as external bioinformatics tools (BLAST, HMMer) as simple nodes; pipelines are created by connecting nodes to build a directed graph representing the steps of an analysis. The Conveyor Designer (available from <https://www.uni-giessen.de/fbz/fb08/Inst/bioinformatik/software/Conveyor/conveyor-designer>) is a user-friendly GUI that enables researchers to implement custom analysis workflows, which can subsequently be uploaded into MGX. Conveyor already provides a wide set of bioinformatics tools and is constantly extended, with interfaces to other workflow engines being planned. A dedicated plugin serves as an interface between Conveyor and MGX, thus allowing sequence retrieval from and storage of analysis results in MGX; the plugin also provides the appropriate means to access files uploaded by the user, thus making it possible to incorporate custom data, e.g., sequence databases maintained within a research group, into an analysis pipeline. Additional plugins were implemented to support the most recent tools used for metagenome analysis, such as Centrifuge, Kraken, or GHOSTX. Finally, the well-known Mothur and QIIME suites have recently been integrated into Conveyor, extending the applicability of MGX from metagenomes to the analysis of 16S rRNA amplicon data, as well.

Statistics {#Sec7}
----------

Several different statistical methods were integrated into the framework using the R statistical environment \[[@CR19]\]. All statistical calculations are executed on the MGX server, which internally offloads them to a Rserve \[[@CR20]\] instance. Most prominently, rarefaction, PCA, PCoA, hierarchical clustering, and M/A plots allow researchers to critically assess/compare results and determine major influential factors or to validate whether their data suffices to support a hypothesis or if additional sequencing should be conducted. Well-known biodiversity indices (Chao1, ACE, Shannon, Simpson) can be determined and used to relate own sequence data to other metagenomes obtained from similar environments.

MGX repository {#Sec8}
--------------

All predefined analysis pipelines are hosted in a central public repository with typically preset but customizable parameters, and each MGX server periodically updates its local copy of workflow definitions. MGX users may either choose to import a predefined pipeline into their project or provide a custom method implemented as a Conveyor workflow. Upon publication of a metagenome, we recommend custom pipelines to be published and integrated into the central MGX repository with all associated data for the benefit of all MGX users and to allow easy reproducibility of results.

In addition, each server provides published and annotated reference genomes, which can be used as targets for fragment recruitments or reference alignment ("mapping") of metagenome sequences.

Data model {#Sec9}
----------

Within MGX, each sequence data set is complemented by its metadata. In its data model (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1), MGX groups metadata into habitat, sample, DNA extract, and sequencing run entities, thus allowing to collect information about a metagenome's origin together with sampling procedures and other treatments that might have an influence on analysis results.

Individual analysis results are modeled as observations associating a subregion of a DNA sequence with a certain attribute. Support for user-supplied workflows requires a highly generic representation of attributes, as actual characteristics are not necessarily known beforehand. Thus, attributes are stored in conjunction with a so-called attribute type, which specifies structure (flat, hierarchical) and domain (continuous or discrete values) of the referenced attribute, while the attribute itself provides only the actual value. Thereby, pipelines inherently define the type of results they are generating, and the MGX framework can automatically derive valid operations or determine for example appropriate visualization types for different kinds of results. At the same time, since results are retained on individual sequence level, MGX enables users to search for individual terms or export sequences based on arbitrary annotation data.

Finally, the data model stores precomputed versions of attribute distributions; accompanied with stored procedures, this approach enables fast access to summarized data for, for example, plots (almost completely) independent from a metagenome size.

GUI client {#Sec10}
----------

The MGX client is a graphical user interface implemented based on the NetBeans Platform, a modular framework allowing for easy addition of new components. The designated application programming interface (API) facilitates future enhancements such as the development of new features or additional visualizations, which can be provided as NetBeans modules (NBM) or OSGi bundles and loaded into the application.

Since all computationally expensive analysis tasks are scheduled and executed on the server side, only little resources are required to run the MGX client application itself.

Generation of benchmark datasets {#Sec11}
--------------------------------

To demonstrate the flexibility of the MGX platform, we implemented a combined taxonomic classification workflow and compared its results to those of several established standalone tools, which were selected based on recency and reported frequency of use according to literature: Kraken \[[@CR21]\], Kaiju \[[@CR22]\], Centrifuge \[[@CR23]\], and MetaPhlAn 2 \[[@CR24]\]. All tools were run with their respective default settings, with databases generated in May 2017, and classification performance was assessed at the genus level. For this, two artificial benchmark datasets were created using the Mason read simulator with a read length of 100 bp, an Illumina-specific error profile, and a mismatch probability of 3% (--seq-technology illumina --illumina-prob-mismatch 0.03).

In the first scenario (organism present in database), a reference database of complete archaeal and bacterial genomes restricted to one genome per species was created based on NCBI RefSeq. From this set of 2672 finished genomes, 5000 reads were obtained for each genome and the resulting artificial metagenome (13,360,000 reads) containing only fragments of known taxonomic origin was subsequently analyzed.

The second experiment (clade exclusion, organism not present in database) was performed to evaluate the classification performance based on sequences not contained in the database of each tool. For this, we compiled an additional synthetic metagenome based on NCBI GenBank, including only genomes where the annotated genus was present, but the species not present in NCBI RefSeq. From this set of 2376 genomes, an artificial metagenome comprising 11,880,000 reads was obtained as described above.

Future development {#Sec12}
------------------

MGX already offers a wide range of pipelines for both taxonomic as well as functional analysis (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1) of metagenomes, which were chosen based on previous in-house studies or requested by cooperation partners for ongoing projects. Newly released software packages and relevant databases are provided as Conveyor plugins as soon as possible and offered to the MGX community in the form of predefined tools after passing internal quality control and evaluation. For the future, we also plan to create virtual machine images or Docker containers with the relevant software components and bioinformatics tools and databases to allow an easy setup of additional server instances.

Results and discussion {#Sec13}
======================

MGX---a versatile solution for metagenomics {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------

We introduce MGX, a novel and flexible open-source framework for the analysis of metagenomic datasets. Implemented as a client/server solution, MGX supports the whole range of fundamental analysis types required for metagenome interpretation, including quality control, taxonomic profiling, functional analysis, and antimicrobial resistance screening, as well as descriptive statistics, multi-sample comparisons, and mapping of sequences to reference genomes.

MGX employs the Conveyor \[[@CR15]\] workflow engine for all analysis pipelines and, in addition, also exposes it to users of the framework. Thus, researchers are able to devise completely new analysis types without any programming knowledge, and new workflows can be easily uploaded and executed on MGX-provided infrastructure. Also, the performance of tool combinations often exceeds that of individual tools, making it desirable to combine more than one program into a workflow to improve the quality of results.

Currently, MGX provides an extensive selection of over 30 predefined analysis pipelines commonly used for metagenome analysis, including, among others, sophisticated tools like Kraken \[[@CR21]\] and Kaiju \[[@CR22]\] as well as BLAST- and HMMer \[[@CR25]\]-based assignments to KEGG pathways, Pfam \[[@CR26]\], and TIGRFAM \[[@CR27]\] protein families or COG \[[@CR28]\] categories (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). While all predefined pipelines already provide reasonable default settings, MGX allows users to adapt all parameters based on their own needs.

Flexibility of the MGX framework is achieved by its unique modeling of results, where attributes are stored in conjunction with additional information indicating the results' properties, i.e., flat or hierarchical structure and numeric or discrete value types. Based on this result model, the framework supports arbitrary result types required for future novel analysis workflows or user-provided pipelines with custom output types.

GUI client features {#Sec15}
-------------------

The MGX client (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) is an interactive application implemented in Java and available for all major operating systems. The graphical user interface allows to connect to multiple servers in parallel and assists the user in all common tasks, featuring convenient wizard-driven acquisition and validation of metadata (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). After data upload, researchers can inspect quality reports for their metagenome datasets and are afterwards able to select one or several analysis pipelines, review and adapt existing parameters, and finally schedule the analysis jobs for execution. Upon completion, results can be retrieved and evaluated. The client features a rich set of different visualization modules, enabling researchers to interactively explore analysis results for their metagenome datasets, generate high-quality charts, or export results to for example Microsoft Excel. Based on the abstract modeling of results, the client application is able to automatically determine appropriate visualization types for different kinds of analysis results: Taxonomic assignments may be represented as hierarchical trees or as a bar chart showing only one taxonomic level; continuous data such as GC content or read length distribution will be displayed as a line or area chart, and metabolic functions can be shown as a table or mapped onto an appropriately colored KEGG pathway, just to give some examples. In the same manner, suitable postprocessing operations such as normalization or filtering are identified and offered to the user. For all visualizations, MGX allows users to freely define groups, thus allowing to combine and compare datasets across project or server boundaries. Various statistical methods are provided to investigate community complexity and coverage, as well as to identify determining factors in comparison between several metagenomes: rarefaction analysis allows researchers to estimate whether the amount of sequence data suffices to draw valid conclusions, biodiversity indices provide intrinsic measurements of community complexity, and several methods such as PCA, PCoA, M/A plots, or clustering can be utilized to interpret data in a comparative approach. All analysis results are stored on the individual sequence level; thus, MGX allows to export subsets based on user-given criteria, e.g., all metagenomic sequences assigned to a certain taxon or function; also, this enables researchers to trace results down to the individual sequence level (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Reference mappings (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3), the alignment of metagenome sequences to reference genomes of known origin, are another noteworthy feature and allow the creation of fragment recruitment plots (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4) based on public as well as user-supplied reference genomes. Fig. 2The MGX application client. Shown are the project explorer window (top left), quality control reports for the currently selected sequencing run (bottom left), and a hierarchical tree chart (center) displaying three groups, which are defined at the bottom. Different customization and filtering options are available for each chart (right) Fig. 3Single sequence resolution. With MGX, analysis results can be inspected down to individual sequence level, allowing the comparison between different annotation strategies as well as providing additional contextual information. Here, a sequence assigned to *Psychrobacter cryohalolentis* carries a trehalose-phosphatase fragment, which is independently supported by three different analysis methods (TIGRFAMS, COG, and an EC number)

Flexible tool combination contributes to improved accuracy {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------------------------

The flexibility provided by MGX allows to implement sophisticated analysis pipelines based on multiple tools, resulting in improved overall performance. We demonstrate the advantages of this flexibility based on the default taxonomic classification workflow currently used by MGX. Inferring the taxonomic composition of a microbial community is one of the key aspects in metagenome analysis, and several standalone tools are available to accomplish this task. Here, the MGX framework relies on an advanced taxonomic classification pipeline which is based on a combination of the established Kraken \[[@CR21]\] tool enhanced by an additional *lowest-common-ancestor* step using DIAMOND \[[@CR18]\] and the RefSeq protein database \[[@CR29]\]. This approach was chosen considering the high throughput of Kraken and the sensitivity offered by both approaches. Based on two artificial benchmark datasets, we evaluated the ability of our pipeline to classify reads of previously known as well as unknown taxonomic origin in comparison to established standalone tools like Kraken, Centrifuge \[[@CR23]\], Kaiju \[[@CR22]\], and MetaPhlAn 2 \[[@CR24]\] (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1Taxonomic classification performance on genus level for benchmark datasetsKrakenKaijuCentrifugeMetaPhlAn 2MGXRefSeqTrue positive12,059,4129,329,28812,611,380414,94312,566,362False positive18,748185,89953,0927,17120,698False negative1,281,8403,844,813695,52812,937,886772,940Sensitivity0.90390.7082*0.9477*0.03110.9421Precision*0.9984*0.98050.99580.9830*0.9984*Accuracy0.90270.6983*0.9440*0.03110.9406F1 score0.94880.8224*0.9712*0.06020.9694GenBankTrue positive1,851,4362,592,6552,175,12292,3833,976,270False positive398,8991,230,445864,98910,378734,389False negative9,629,6658,56,9008,839,88911,777,2397,169,341Sensitivity0.16130.24350.19750.0078*0.3568*Precision0.82270.67820.7155*0.8990*0.8441Accuracy0.15580.21820.18310.0078*0.3347*F1 score0.26970.35830.30950.0154*0.5015*All tools achieve high precision on the RefSeq-derived metagenome, as the source organisms are already included in the relevant classification databases. For the GenBank-based metagenome containing only species not present in the tools' databases, MetaPhlAn 2 offers high precision but only a very low sensitivity (0.78%), followed by the MGX-provided default pipeline, which ranks highest in sensitivity and accuracy as well as F1 score. Numbers in italics denote best results

In a first experiment, we evaluated the classification performance using simulated reads generated from the NCBI RefSeq genomes database; as NCBI RefSeq is also the origin of sequences used to initially create the classification databases for Kraken, Centrifuge, and Kaiju, all tools demonstrate a very high precision in excess of 98%, with Kraken and MGX showing the highest overall precision (both 99.84%) followed by Centrifuge (99.58%), MetaPhlAn 2 (98.30%), and Kaiju (98.05%).

For the second experiment, we created an artificial metagenome based on NCBI GenBank, explicitly selecting genomes where the species was not present in the classification databases of the individual tools (clade exclusion). In this experiment, MetaPhlAn 2 achieved the highest precision (89.90%) of all tools, but with a very low sensitivity of only 0.78% due to the fact that MetaPhlAn 2 is relying on a small set of marker genes. The MGX classification pipeline not only showed the second highest precision (88.41%), but also the highest sensitivity (35.68%), accuracy (33.47%), and F1 score (50.15%) of all evaluated tools. While all standalone tools already provide valuable results and correctly assigned a large number of sequences, the performance of the taxonomic analysis pipeline as implemented in MGX is either equivalent to or exceeding comparable tools. However, the majority of sequences remained unclassified by all of the tools, showing there is still a lot of room for future improvement in metagenomic sequence analysis.

Comparison to existing platforms {#Sec17}
--------------------------------

Currently, several applications are available to users adressing the task of computational metagenome analysis, most notably MG-RAST, IMG/M, and the EBI metagenomics portal. Also, web-based infrastructures such as CyVerse provide some basic capabilities to process metagenome data, and virtual machines like CloVR enable metagenome processing on local or cloud-based resources (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2Comparison of applications for metagenome analysisMGXMG-RASTIMG/MEBI MetagenomicsCloVRCyVerseQuality controlxxxx--xTaxonomic/functional profilingxxxxxxAssembly support--(x)^a^(x)^a,\ b^(x)^a^--xCharts/visualizationsxxxxx--Custom pipelinesx--------xUser-provided databasesx--------xFragment recruitmentx----------Free of chargexxxx(−)^c^x^a^Supports analysis of preassembled data^b^Submission restricted to assembled data^c^No cost to run standalone virtual machine, but typical metagenome sizes will require additional compute resources on Amazon EC2

MG-RAST, IMG/M, and the EBI metagenomics website all provide a predefined analysis pipeline offering quality control and data analysis combined with either static or dynamic visualizations, but none of them allows users to benefit from more modern tools like Kraken or Centrifuge, implement own pipelines, or include custom databases. While IMG/M only accepts submissions of pre-assembled data for metagenomes sequenced outside of the JGI \[[@CR30]\], MG-RAST and the EBI metagenomics portal are available without such restrictions.

The CloVR-Metagenomics protocol only provides very limited functionality in the form of a simple BLAST-based pipeline used for taxonomic and functional assignment with no preceding quality control; in addition, a single CloVR virtual machine does not provide sufficient compute power for the analysis of typical metagenome sizes in a reasonable time frame, and while CloVR allows to optionally distribute analysis jobs to cloud-based compute resources on Amazon EC2, this inflicts additional costs on the user.

Apart from MGX, the CyVerse infrastructure \[[@CR12]\] so far remains the only environment offering at least some of the more recent tools for metagenome analysis and the ability to upload own reference databases; however, no complete analysis workflows are provided, and the user has to select and execute individual tools within their Discovery Environment. Also, the system does not provide any suitable visualizations, thus making it a more appropriate choice for advanced users and data analysts.

Conclusions {#Sec18}
===========

With MGX, we provide a flexible platform for the analysis and interpretation of metagenome data. Its key strength is the unique combination of its abstract result model and workflow-driven analysis integrated into a scalable client/server framework. This combination facilitates the fast adoption of newly released tools, giving researchers access to the most recent algorithms, while at the same time providing them with a convenient user interface. For the first time, users gain the option of devising and executing own pipelines within a metagenomics platform, as MGX offers the inclusion of custom-tailored analysis methods; not only are researchers able to implement their own approach, but they can also provide custom resources such as sequence databases. Complemented with a wide range of predefined pipelines, MGX enables researchers to address both fundamental as well as highly specific questions relevant to their study aim. Until now, these types of analyses required custom programming or at least familiarity with the use of command line programs in addition to exhaustive compute resources such as supercomputers or large high-performance compute clusters.

The default taxonomic classification pipeline demonstrates the strengths of the workflow-based analysis approach, providing equal or even superior results than other established tools.

A high degree of scalability is another important aspect in order to cope with the increasing size of metagenome datasets; within MGX, this is achieved by means of a fast provisioning of novel, more efficient tools as well as the possibility to connect to multiple servers in parallel; this allows to distribute sequence data and computational workload across several sites while retaining the ability to compare results between servers.

As a part of the de.NBI initiative (German Network for Bioinformatics Infrastructure) funded by the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research, the BiGi service center for microbial genome research (comprising the Universities of Bielefeld and Gießen) currently maintains two MGX server instances, which distribute analysis jobs to compute clusters with over 9000 CPU cores (Bielefeld: 3350; Giessen: 6000), with additional resources such as ActiveMotif™ DeCypher^®;^ FPGA accelerator systems available to speed up sequence homology searches. For the future, we are planning to also provide portable virtual machine images or Docker containers to ease the deployment of an MGX server instance in for example cloud environments. Also, the collection of offered analysis workflows is constantly extended based on user demand and feedback from existing cooperation partners.

The modular design of the application greatly eases future enhancements such as the extension with novel visualization types or development of other additional components. In addition, a dedicated application programming interface (API) enables programmatic access and can be used to automate routine analysis tasks without large effort. With MGX, all analysis types can now be executed within one single framework, and all obtained results are stored in one single place, where they can easily be visualized and interpreted.

Availability and requirements {#Sec19}
=============================

Project name: MGXProject home page: <https://mgx-metagenomics.github.io/>Online documentation: <https://mgx-metagenomics.github.io/guide/>Operating system(s): Platform independentProgramming language: JavaLicense: GNU AGPLv3Artificial metagenomes generated in this study are published at <ftp://ftp.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/pub/software/mgx/>. For inquiries and general discussions, please contact mgx\@Computational.Bio.Uni-Giessen.DE.
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Additional file 1Supplementary information. MGX supplemental figures and overview of analysis pipelines currently implemented within MGX. (PDF 355 kb)
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